
ANDOO Table.

Archetype for aesthetes: the elegance of fine
coordinated details is the message of the solid
wood table Andoo. Reduced volumes interact with
a minimalist aesthetic philosophy and at the same
time convey timeless stability. Precise, linear edges
meet bevelled expanses. The result: an ingenious
act of angles and light. The table can be extended
to accommodate more people. Just slide out the
table tops, and then fold the leaf up and out. The
leaves close softly and gently.

Design: EOOS.

Product description

Modell no. 1154

Table top Solid wood with cross-wise grain.

Top thickness: 68 mm (including raised edge).

Extension leaf: same material as table top, veneered length-wise.

Table legs Legs in solid wood.

Surfaces - oak white pigmented, oiled (.10wo)
- oak fumed, oiled (.13wo)
- oak burned, oiled (.14wo)
- nutwood with sapwood inclusions, oiled (.99wo)

Mechanism Extendable functional casters at the movable
table exterior facilitate the expansion of the
table. The additional table extension is
integrated in the table. This is in two parts
and is simple to use via a folding extension
with a slotted guide system.

+70

Glides Fitted with felt glides or glides with stop-inserts that avoid sliding.

Matching models Chairs: Andoo, Liz with soft upholstery.

Notice Please note that it is the influence of light that gives wood its final colour. In order to assure
that table top and extension leave keep the same colour, it is necessary to expose the leave to
light for several weeks. Afterwards the extension leave can be stored inside the table again.
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All dimensions in cm.
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Andoo Table. Design: EOOS.

Alle Maßangaben in cm.  / All dimensions in cm. 
B/W = Breite / width, T/ D = Tiefe/depth, H = Höhe /  height, SH = Sitzhöhe / seating height,  
ST/ SD = Sitztiefe / seating depth, AH = Armlehnenhöhe /armrest height.

Technical drawings and dimensions


